Knowledge bases (KBs) store rich yet heterogeneous entities and facts. Entity resolution (ER) aims to identify entities in KBs which refer to the same real-world object. Recent studies have shown significant benefits of involving humans in the loop of ER. They often resolve entities with pairwise similarity measures over attribute values and resort to the crowds to label uncertain ones. However, existing methods still suffer from high labor costs and insufficient labeling to some extent. In this paper, we propose a novel approach called crowdsourced collective ER, which leverages the relationships between entities to infer matches jointly rather than independently. Specifically, it iteratively asks human workers to label picked entity pairs and propagates the labeling information to their neighbors in distance. During this process, we address the problems of candidate entity pruning, probabilistic propagation, optimal question selection and errortolerant truth inference. Our experiments on real-world datasets demonstrate that, compared with state-of-the-art methods, our approach achieves superior accuracy with much less labeling.
I. INTRODUCTION
Knowledge bases (KBs) store rich yet heterogeneous entities and facts about the real world, where each fact is structured as a triple in the form of (entity, property, value). Entity resolution (ER) aims at identifying entities referring to the same real-world object, which is critical in cleansing and integration of KBs. Existing approaches exploit diversified features of KBs, such as attribute values and entity relationships, see surveys [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] . Recent studies have demonstrated that crowdsourced ER, which recruits human workers to solve micro-tasks (e.g., judging if a pair of entities is a match), can improve the overall accuracy.
Current crowdsourced ER approaches mainly leverage transitivity [5] , [6] , [7] or monotonicity [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] as their resolution basis. The transitivity-based approaches rely on the observation that the match relation is usually an equivalence relation. The monotonicity-based ones assume that each pair of entities can be represented by a similarity vector of attribute values, and the binary classification function, which judges whether a similarity vector is a match, is monotonic in terms of the partial order among the similarity vectors.
However, both kinds of approaches can hardly infer matches across different types of entities. Let us see Figure 1 for example. The figure shows a directed graph, called entity resolution graph (ER graph), in which each vertex denotes a pair of entities and each edge denotes a relationship between * Corresponding author two entity pairs. Assume that (y:Joan, d:Joan) is labeled as a match, the birth place pair (y:NYC, d:NYC) is expected to be a match. Since these two pairs are in different equivalence classes, the transitivity-based approaches are apparently unable to take effect. As different relationships (like y:directedBy and y:wasBornIn) make most similarity vectors of entities of different types incomparable, the monotonicity-based approaches have to handle them separately.
In this paper, we propose a new approach called Remp (Relational match propagation) to address the above problems. The main idea is to leverage collective ER that resolves entities connected by relationships jointly and distantly, based on a small amount of labels provided by workers. Specifically, Remp iteratively asks workers to label a few entity pairs and propagates the labeling information to their neighboring entity pairs in distance, which are then resolved jointly rather than independently. There remain two challenges to achieve such a crowdsourced collective ER.
The first challenge is how to conduct an effective relational match propagation. Relationships like functional/inverse functional properties in OWL [13] (e.g., y:wasBornIn) provide a strong evidence, but these properties only account for a small portion while the majority of relationships is multivalued (e.g., actedIn). Multi-valued relationships often connect non-matches to matches (e.g., (y:John, d:Joan) is connected to (y:Cradle, d:Cradle) in Figure 1 ). Therefore, we propose a new relational match propagation model, to decide which neighbors can be safely inferred as matches.
The second challenge is how to select good questions to ask workers. For an ER graph involving two large KBs, the number of vertices (i.e. candidate questions) can be quadratic. We introduce an entity pair pruning algorithm to narrow the search space of questions. Moreover, different questions have different inference power. In order to maximize the expected number of inferred matches, we propose a question selection algorithm, which chooses possible entity matches scattered in different parts of the ER graph to achieve the largest number of inferred matches.
In summary, the main contributions of this paper are listed as follows:
• We design a partial order based entity pruning algorithm, which significantly reduces the size of an ER graph.
• We propose a relational match propagation model, which can jointly infer the matches between different types of entities in distance. • We formulate the problem of optimal multiple questions selection with cost constraint, and design an efficient algorithm to obtain approximate solutions.
• We present an error-tolerant method to infer truths from imperfect human labeling. Moreover, we train a classifier to handle isolated entity pairs.
• We conduct real-world experiments and comparison with state-of-the-art approaches to assess the performance of our approach. The experimental results show that our approach achieves superior accuracy with much fewer labeling tasks.
Paper organization. Section II reviews the literature. Section III defines the problem and sketches out the approach. In Sections IV-VII, we describe the approach in detail. Section VIII reports the experiments and results. Last, Section IX concludes this paper.
II. RELATED WORK

A. Crowdsourced ER
Inference models. Based on the transitive relation of entity matches, many approaches such as [5] , [14] make use of prior match probabilities to decide the order of questions. Firmani et al. [7] proved that the optimal strategy is to ask questions in descending order of entity cluster size. They formulated the problem of crowdsourced ER with early termination and put forward several question ordering strategies. Although the transitive relation can infer matches within each cluster, workers need to check all clusters. On the other hand, Arasu et al. [8] investigated the monotonicity property among the similarity vectors of entity pairs. Given two similarity thresholds s 1 , s 2 and s 1 s 2 , we have
ALGPR [8] and ERLEARN [11] use the monotonicity property to search new thresholds, and estimate the precision of results. In particular, the partial order based approaches [15] , [16] , [12] explore similarity thresholds among similarity vectors. Furthermore, POWER [16] groups similarity vectors to reduce the search space. Corleone [9] and Falcon [10] learn random forest classifiers, where each decision tree is equivalent to a similarity vector. However, these approaches are designed for ER with single entity type. To leverage monotonicity on ER between KBs with complex type information, HIKE [12] uses hierarchical agglomerative clustering to partition entities with similar attributes and relationships, and uses the monotonicity techniques on each entity partition to find matches. Although our approach also uses monotonicity, it only uses monotonicity to prune candidate entity pairs. In addition, our approach allows match inference between different entity types (e.g., from persons to locations) to reduce the labeling efforts. Question interfaces. Pairwise and multi-item are two common question interfaces. The pairwise interface asks workers to judge whether a pair of entities is a match [7] , [17] . Differently, Marcus et al. [18] proposed a multi-item interface to save questions, where each question contains multiple entities to be grouped. Wang et al. [19] minimized the number of multiitem questions on the given entity pair set such that each question contains at most k entities. Waldo [20] is a recent hybrid interface, which optimizes the trade-off between cost and accuracy of the two question interfaces based on task difficulty. The above approaches do not have the inference power and they may generate a large amount of questions. Quality control. To deal with errors produced by workers, quality control techniques [6] , [20] , [21] leverage the correlation between matches and workers to find inaccurate labels, and improve the accuracy by asking more questions about uncertain ones. These approaches gain improvement by redundant labeling.
B. Collective ER
In addition to attribute values, collective ER [22] , [23] , [24] , [25] further takes the relationships between entities into account. CMD [26] extends the probabilistic soft logic to learn rules for ontology matching. LMT [27] learns soft logic rules to resolve entities in a familial network. Because learning a probabilistic distribution on large KBs is time-consuming, PARIS [28] and SiGMa [29] implement message passingstyle algorithms that obtain seed matches created by hand crafted rules and pass the match messages to their neighbors. However, they do not leverage crowdsourcing to improve the ER accuracy and may encounter the error accumulation problem.
III. APPROACH OVERVIEW
In this section, we present necessary preliminaries to define our problem, followed by a general workflow of our approach. Frequently used notations are summarized in Table I .
A. Preliminaries & Problem Definition
KBs store rich, structured real-world facts. In a KB, each fact is stated in a triple of the form (entity, property, value), where property can be either an attribute or a relationship, and value can be either a literal or another entity. The sets of entities, literals, attributes, relationships and triples are denoted by U, L, A, R and T , respectively. Therefore, a KB is defined as a 5-tuple K = (U, L, A, R, T ). Moreover, attribute triples T attr ⊆ U × A × L attach entities with literals, e.g., (Leonardo da Vinci, birth date, "1452-4-15"), and relationship triples T rel ⊆ U ×R×U link entities by relationships, e.g., (Leonardo da Vinci, works, Mona Lisa). Entity Resolution (ER) aims to resolve entities in KBs denoting the same real-world thing. Let u 1 , u 2 denote two entities in two different KBs. We call the entity pair p = (u 1 , u 2 ) a match and denote it by u 1 u 2 or m p if u 1 , u 2 refer to the same. In contrast, we call p = (u 1 , u 2 ) a non-match and denote it by u 1 u 2 if u 1 , u 2 refer to two different objects. Both matches and non-matches are regarded as resolved entity pairs, and other pairs are regarded as unresolved. Traditionally, reference matches (i.e., gold standard) are used to evaluate the quality of the ER results, and precision, recall and F1-score are widely-used metrics.
Crowdsourced ER carries out ER with human helps. Usually, it executes several human-machine loops, and in each loop, the machine picks one or several questions to ask workers to label them and updates the ER results in terms of the labels. Due to the monetary cost of human labors, a crowdsourced ER algorithm is expected to ask limited questions while obtaining as many results as possible.
Definition 1 (Crowdsourced Collective ER). Given two KBs K 1 and K 2 , and a budget, the crowdsourced collective ER problem is to maximize recall with a precision restriction by asking humans to label tasks while not exceeding the budget.
Specifically, we assume that both KBs contain "dense" relationships and focus on using matches obtained from workers to jointly infer matches with relationships.
B. A Workflow of Our Approach
Given two KBs as input, Figure 2 shows the workflow of our approach to crowdsourced collective ER. After iterating four processing stages, the approach returns a set of matches between the two KBs.
1) ER graph construction aims to construct a small ER graph by reducing the amount of vertices (i.e. entity pairs). It first conducts a similarity measurement to filter out some non-matches. At the same time, it uses some matches obtained from exact matching [12] , [29] , [30] to calculate the similarities between attributes and find attribute matches. Then, based on the attribute matches, it assembles the similarities between values to similarity vectors, and leverages the natural partial order on the vectors to prune more vertices. 2) Relational match propagation models how to use matches to infer the match probabilities of unresolved entity pairs in each connected component of the ER graph. It first uses some matches and maximum likelihood estimation to measure the consistency of relationships. Then, based on the consistency of relationships and the ER graph structure, it computes the conditional match probabilities of unresolved entity pairs given the matches. The conditional match probabilities derive a probabilistic ER graph. 3) Multiple questions selection selects a set of unresolved entity pairs in the probabilistic ER graph as questions to ask workers. It models the discovery of inferred match set for each question as the all-pairs shortest path problem and uses a graph-based algorithm to solve it. We prove that the multiple questions selection problem is NP-hard and design a greedy algorithm to find the best questions to ask. 4) Truth inference infers matches based on the results labeled by workers. It first computes the posterior match probabilities of the questions based on the quality of the workers, and then leverages these posterior probabilities to update the (probabilistic) ER graph. Also, for isolated entity pairs, it builds a random forest classifier to avoid asking the workers to check them one by one.
The approach stops asking more questions when there is no unresolved entity pair that can be inferred by relational match propagation.
IV. ER GRAPH CONSTRUCTION
A. ER Graph
Graph structures [31] , [32] are widely used to model the resolution states of entity pairs and the relationships between them. For example, Dong et al. [31] proposed dependency graph to model the dependency between similarities of entity pairs. In this paper, we use the notion of ER graph to denote this graph structure. Different from dependency graph, each edge in the ER graph is labeled with a pair of relationships from two KBs. Figure 1 illustrates an ER graph fragment built from DBpedia and YAGO. Note that, an entity can occur in multiple vertices, and a relationship can appear in different edge labels. A probabilistic ER graph is an ER graph where each edge (u 1 , u 2 ), (u 1 , u 2 ) is labeled with a conditional probability Pr(u 1 u 2 | u 1 u 2 ). The major challenge of constructing an ER graph is how to significantly reduce the size of the graph while preserving as many potential entity matches as possible.
Definition 2 (ER Graph). Given two KBs
K 1 = (U 1 , L 1 , A 1 , R 1 , T 1 ) and K 2 = (U 2 , L 2 , A 2 , R 2 , T 2 ), an ER graph on K 1 and K 2 is a directed, edge-labeled multigraph G = (V, E, l e ), such that (1) V ⊆ U 1 × U 2 ; (2) for each vertex pair (u 1 , u 2 ), (u 1 , u 2 ) ∈ V , (u 1 , u 2 ), (u 1 , u 2 ) ∈ G ∧ l v (u 1 , u 2 ), (u 1 , u 2 ) = (r 1 , r 2 ) if and only if (u 1 , r 1 , u 1 ) ∈ T 1 ∧ (u 2 , r 2 , u 2 ) ∈ T 2 .
B. Candidate Entity Match Generation
We conduct a string matching on entity labels (e.g., the values of rdfs:label) to generate candidate entity matches and regard them as vertices in the ER graph. Specifically, we first normalize entity labels via lowercasing, tokenization, stemming, etc. Then, we leverage the Jaccard coefficientthe size of the intersection divided by the size of the union of two sets-as our similarity measure to compute similarities on the normalized label token sets and follow the previous studies [5] , [16] , [19] to prune the entity pairs whose similarities are less than a predefined threshold (e.g., 0.3). Although the choice of thresholds is dataset dependent, this process runs fast and largely reduces the amount of non-matches, thus helping the ER approaches scale up. Note that there are many choices on the similarity metric, e.g., Jaccard, cosine, dice and edit distance [33] ; our approach can work with any of them and we use Jaccard for illustration purpose only. The set of candidate entity matches is denoted by M c . Similar to [12] , we use the label similarities as prior match probabilities (i.e., Pr[m p ]). More accurate estimation in [6] , [7] can be achieved by human labeling.
C. Attribute Matching
In M c , we refer to the subset of its entities that has exactly the same labels as initial entity matches. We leverage them as a priori knowledge for attribute and relationship matching (see Sections IV-C and V-A). Other features, e.g., owl:sameAs and inverse functional properties [13] , may also be used to infer initial entity matches [34] , [30] . Note that we do not directly add initial entity matches in the final ER results, because they may contain errors. The set of initial entity matches is denoted by M in .
For such a set of initial entity matches M in between two
, we proceed to define the following attribute similarity to find their attribute matches. For any two attributes a 1 ∈ A 1 and a 2 ∈ A 2 , their similarity sim(a 1 , a 2 ) is defined as the average similarity of their values:
where N a1 u1 = {l 1 : (u 1 , a 1 , l 1 ) ∈ T 1 } and N a2 u2 is defined analogously. sim L represents an extended Jaccard similarity measure for two sets of literals, which employs an internal literal similarity measure and a threshold to determine two literals being the same when their similarity is not lower than the threshold [35] . For different types of literals, we use the Jaccard coefficient for strings and the maximum percentage difference for numbers (e.g., integers, floats and dates). The threshold is set to 0.9 to guarantee high precision. We refer interested readers to [36] for more information about attribute matching.
For simplicity, every attribute in one KB is restricted to match at most one attribute in the other KB. This global 1:1 matching constraint is widely used in ontology matching [37] , and facilitates our assembling of similarity vectors (later in Section IV-D). The 1:1 attribute matching selection is modeled as the bipartite graph matching problem and solved with the Hungarian algorithm [38] 
The set of attribute matches is denoted by M at .
D. Partial Order Based Pruning
Given the candidate entity match set M c and the attribute match set M at , for each candidate (u 1 , u 2 ) ∈ M c , we create a similarity vector s(u 1 , u 2 ) = (s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s |Mat| ), where s i is the literal similarity (sim L ) between u 1 and u 2 on the i th attribute match (1 ≤ i ≤ |M at |). As a consequence, a natural partial order exists among the similarity vectors: s s if and only if ∀1 ≤ i ≤ |M at |, s i ≥ s i . This partial order can be used to determine whether an entity pair is a (non-)match in two ways: (i) an entity pair (u 1 , u 2 ) is a match if there exists an entity pair
We incorporate this partial order into a k-nearest neighbor search for further pruning the candidate entity match set M c . Let us assume that an entity u 1 in one KB has a set of candidate match counterparts {u 1 2 , u 2 2 , . . . , u J 2 } in another KB. The similarity vectors are written as s(u 1 , u 1 2 ), s(u 1 , u 2 2 ), . . . , s(u 1 , u J 2 ), and we want to determine the top-k in them. Since the partial order is a weak ordering, we count the number of vectors strictly larger than each pair (u 1 , u j 2 ) (1 ≤ j ≤ J) as its "rank", i.e, the minimal rank in all possible refined full orders. Note that the counterparts of entities in one entity pair are both considered. So, the worst rank of an entity pair (u 1 , u 2 ), denoted by min rank(u 1 , u 2 ), is
By min rank, we design a modified k-nearest neighbor algorithm on this partial order (see Algorithm 1). Because the full order among candidate entity matches is unknown, instead of finding the top-k matches directly, we prune the ones that cannot be in top-k. Thus, each entity pair (u 1 , u 2 ) ∈ M c such that min rank(u 1 , u 2 ) ≥ k needs to be pruned. Also, each pair smaller than a pruned pair should be removed based on the partial order to avoid redundant checking, because min rank of these pairs must be greater than k. The set of retained entity 
matches is denoted by M rd , where each entity is involved in nearly k candidate matches, due to the weak ordering of partial order. V. RELATIONAL MATCH PROPAGATION Given an ER graph G = (V, E, l v , l e ) and an entity match u 1 u 2 in it, the relational match propagation infers how likely each unresolved entity pair p ∈ V is a match based on the structure of G, i.e. Pr[m p | u 1 u 2 ]. In this section, we first consider a basic case that unresolved entity pairs are neighbors of a match in G. Then, we generalize it to the case that unresolved pairs are reachable from several matches. In the basic case, we resolve entity pairs between two value sets of a relationship pair, and define the consistency between relationships to measure the portion of values containing matched counterparts in another value set. The consistency and the prior match probabilities of entity pairs are further combined to obtain "tight" posterior match probabilities. In the general case, we propose a Markov model on paths from matches to unresolved ones to find the match probability bounds.
A. Consistency Between Relationships
Functional/inverse functional properties are ideal for match propagation. For example, wasBornIn is a functional property, and the born places of two persons in a match must be identical. However, we cannot just rely on functional/inverse functional properties, since many relationships are multivalued and only a part of the values may match. Thus, we define the consistency between relationships as follows.
Let r 1 and r 2 be two relationships in two KBs . We assume that, given the condition that u 1 u 2 ∧ u 1 ∈ N r1 u1 , the probability of the event ∃u 2 : u 2 ∈ N r2 u2 ∧ u 1 u 2 is subject to a binary distribution with parameter 1 . Symmetrically, we define parameter 2 . We use 1 and 2 to represent the consistency for two relationships r 1 and r 2 , respectively:
where N r1 u1 , N r2 u2 are the value sets of relationships r 1 , r 2 w.r.t. entities u 1 , u 2 , respectively.
To estimate 1 and 2 , we use the value distribution on the initial entity matches M in . For an entity pair (u 1 , u 2 ) ∈ M in , we introduce a latent random variable L r1,r2 u1,u2 = |M r1,r2 u1,u2 |, where M r1,r2 u1,u2 denotes the set of entity matches in N r1 u1 ×N r2 u2 . Note that we omit r 1 , r 2 in L r1,r2 u1,u2 and M r1,r2 u1,u2 to simplify notations. Similar to [39] , we make an assumption on the entity sets: no duplicate entities exist in each entity set. Hence, L u1,u2 is also the number of entities in N r1 u1 (or N r2 u2 ) which appear in M u1,u2 . Based on the latent variable L u1,u2 , the likelihood probability of (N r1 u1 , N r2 u2 , L u1,u2 ) is
Then, we use the maximum likelihood estimation to obtain 1 and 2 :
Since each L u1,u2 is an integer variable, the brute-force optimization can cost exponential time. Next, we present an optimization process. Let ζ = 1 2
. Notice that c i ζ i = c j ζ j has only one solution for different integers i, j. Thus, the curves 
B. Match Propagation to Neighbors
A basic case is that the unresolved entity pairs are adjacent to a match u 1 u 2 in G. We consider the neighbors with the same edge label, i.e. relationship pair (r 1 , r 2 ), together. Then, our goal is to identify matches between N r1 u1 and N r2 u2 .
Let M u1,u2 ⊆ N r1 u1 × N r2 u2 denote a set of entity matches. We consider two factors about how likely M u1,u2 can be the correct match result of N r1 u1 × N r2 u2 : (1) the prior match probabilities of matches without neighborhood information;
(2) the consistency of the relationships. The match probability of M u1,u2 given u 1 u 2 is:
u1 , N r2 u2 , respectively. Without considering neighborhood information, the prior match probability f (M u1,u2 | N r1 u1 , N r2 u2 ) is defined as the likelihood function of M u1,u2 :
where Pr[m p ] denotes the prior probability of entity pair p being a match, and 1 − Pr[m p ] denotes the prior probability of p being a non-match.
Note that when u 1 and u 2 form a match, each entity u 1 ∈ π 1 (M u1,u2 ) is a neighbor of u 1 for relationship r 1 such that ∃u 2 : u 2 ∈ N r2 u2 ∧ u 2 u 1 . Based on 1 , the consistency of M u1,u2 given N r1 u1 is defined as follows:
π 2 (M u1,u2 ) and g(M u1,u2 | N r2 u2 ) can be defined similarly. Finally, we obtain the posterior match probability of u 1 u 2 by marginalizing Pr[u 1 u 2 , M u1,u2 | u 1 u 2 ]:
where M u1,u2 is selected over 
C. Distant Match Propagation
The above match propagation to neighbors only estimates the match probabilities of direct neighbors of an entity match, which lacks the capability of discovering entity matches far away. In the following, we extend it to a more general case, called distant match propagation, where a match reaches an unresolved entity pair through a path.
Intuitively, given a match (u 1 , u 2 ) and an unresolved pair (u 1 , u 2 ), the distant propagation process can be modeled as a path consisting of the entity pairs from (u 1 , u 2 ) to (u 1 , u 2 ), where each unresolved pair can be inferred as a match via its precedent. Assume that there is a path (u 0 1 , u 0 2 ), (u 1 1 , u 1 2 ), . . . , (u l 1 , u l 2 ) in G, where (u 0 1 , u 0 2 ) = (u 1 , u 2 ) and (u l 1 , u l 2 ) = (u 1 , u 2 ). According to the chain rule of conditional probability, we have
where the last "=" holds because we assume that this propagation path satisfies the Markov property [22] . Inequation (10) gives a lower bound for Pr[u l
VI. MULTIPLE QUESTIONS SELECTION
Based on the relational match propagation, unresolved entity pairs can be inferred by human-labeled matches. However, different questions have different inference capabilities. In this section, we first describe the definition of inferred match set and the multiple questions selection problem. Then, we design a graph-based algorithm to determine the inferred match set for each question. Finally, we formulate the benefit of multiple questions and design a greedy algorithm to select the best questions.
A. Question Benefits
We follow the so-called pairwise question interface [5] , [6] , [7] , [12] , [14] , [17] , where each question is whether an entity pair is a match or not. Let Q be a set of pairwise questions. Labeling Q can be defined as a binary function H : Q → {0, 1}, where for each question q ∈ Q, H(Q) = 1 means that q is labeled as a match, while H(q) = 0 indicates that q is labeled as a non-match.
Given the labels H, we propagate the labeled matches in H to unresolved pairs. The set of entity pairs that can be inferred as matches by H is
where C is the unresolved entity pairs and τ is the precision threshold for inferring high-quality matches. We evaluate inferred(q) in Section VI-B.
Since non-matches are quadratically more than matches in the ER problem [1] , the labels to the ideal questions should infer as many matches as possible. Thus, we define the benefit function of Q as the expected number of matches can be inferred by labels to Q, which is benefit(Q) = E |inferred(H)| Q .
The ER algorithm can ask each question with the greatest benefit iteratively; however, there is a latency caused by waiting for workers to finish the question. Assigning multiple questions to workers simultaneously in one human-machine loop is a straightforward optimization to reduce the latency.
Since workers in crowdsourcing platforms are paid based on the number of solved questions, the number of questions should be smaller than a given budget. Thus, the optimal multiple questions selection problem is to maximize benefit(Q),
where µ is the constraint on the number of questions asked.
B. Discovery of Inferred Match Set
In order to obtain the benefit for each question set Q, we need to compute inferred(q) for each q ∈ Q. To estimate Pr[m p | m q ] in inferred(q), we define the length of a directed edge (v, v ) in probabilistic ER graph F as The all-pairs shortest path algorithms can efficiently compute inferred(q) for every q. Since most |inferred(q)| should be smaller than |C|, we choose to apply binary trees rather than an array of size |C| to maintain distances. We depict our modified Floyd-Warshall algorithm in Algorithm 2. In Lines 1-2, for every q, we create a binary tree bt(q) to store the inferred pairs as well as their corresponding lengths, and a binary tree bt −1 (q) to store pairs inferring q as well as their corresponding lengths. In Lines 3-5, the edge whose length is not greater than ζ would be stored into binary trees. In Lines 6-11, we modify the dynamic programming process in the original FloydWarshall algorithm. Since the number of pairs which can be inferred is significantly less than |C|, the inner loop in Lines 9-11 iterate only over the set of distances which are likely to be updated. Lines 13-14 extract the inferred match sets from binary trees.
Since each binary tree contains at most |C| elements, |R| ≤ |bt(q).val| ≤ |C|. The loop in Lines 6-11 takes O(|C| 3 ) time in total. The time complexity of Algorithm 2 is O(|C| 3 ).
C. Multiple Questions Selection
Since the match propagation works independently for each label, the event that an entity pair p is inferred as a match by labels H is equivalent to the event that p is inferred by q ∈ Q such that H(q) = 1. When H is not labeled, p is resolved as a match if and only if at least one question that can resolve p as a match is labeled as a match. Given the question set Q, the probability that p can be resolved as a match by labels is (15) where inferred(H) is defined in Eq. (11), representing the matches that can be inferred after Q is labeled by workers.
The benefit of question set Q is formulated as the expected size of the inferred matches by labels H:
Now, we want to select a set of questions that can maximize the benefit. We first prove the hardness of the multiple questions selection problem. Then, we describe a greedy algorithm to solve it. Theorem 1. The problem of optimal multiple questions selection is NP-hard.
Proof. The optimization version of the set cover problem is NP-hard. Given an element set U = {1, 2, . . . , n} and a collection S of sets whose union equals U , the set cover problem aims to find the minimum number of sets in S whose union also equals U . This problem can be reduced to our multiple questions selection problem in polynomial time. Assume that the vertex set of an ER graph is {p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n }∪{p s | s ∈ S}, the edge set is {(p s , p k ) : k = 1, 2, . . . , n∧ s ∈ S ∧ k ∈ s}, all the prior match probabilities are 1, the precision threshold is 1, Pr[p k | p s ] = 1 and Pr[p s | p k ] = 0, for all k = 1, 2, . . . , n, s ∈ S satisfying k ∈ s. Because the benefit is equal to the number of covered elements in U , the optimal solution of the multiple questions selection problem is also that of the set cover problem. Thus, the multiple questions selection problem is NP-hard. Theorem 2. benefit(Q) is an increasing submodular function. 
Also, for every p ∈ C, Q ⊆ C and q 1 , q 2 ∈ C \ Q such that
, it is a submodular function. Together, we prove that benefit(·) is an increasing submodular function.
Since Eq. (16) is monotonic and submodular, the multiple questions selection problem can be solved by using submodular optimization. We design Algorithm 3, which gives a (1 − 1 e )-approximation guarantee. This algorithm selects questions greedily with the highest gain in benefits (i.e. ∆q). We also leverage the lazy evaluation of the submodular function to improve the efficiency [40] . Specifically, we maintain a priority queue P Q over each candidate question q ordered by the gain in benefits ∆q in descending order. Based on the submodular property, when the gain in benefits ∆q of the picked question q is greater than that of the top question q in P Q, q is the question with the largest gain in benefits. We use an array to store b p (Q), such that ∆q can be obtained in O(|C|) time. The overall time complexity of Algorithm 3 is O(µ|C| 2 ), where µ is the number of questions asked in each loop and C is the set of unresolved entity pairs in the ER graph.
VII. TRUTH INFERENCE
After the questions are labeled by workers, we design an error-tolerant model to infer truths (i.e. matches and nonmatches) from the imperfect labeling, which facilitates updating the (probabilistic) ER graph and resolving isolated entities.
A. Error-Tolerant Inference
As the labels completed by the workers on crowdsourcing platforms may contain errors, we assign one question to multiple workers and use their labels to infer the posterior match probabilities. We leverage the worker probability model [41] , which uses a single real number to denote a worker w's quality λ w ∈ (0, 1], i.e. the probability that w can correctly label a question. Since crowdsourcing platforms, e.g., Amazon MTurk 1 offers a qualification test for their workers, we reuse a worker's precision in this test as her quality. The posterior probability of question q being a match is
where W T denotes the set of workers labeling q as a match, and W F denotes the set of workers labeling q as a non-match. We assign two thresholds to filter matches and non-matches based on consistent labels. Entity pairs with a high posterior probability (e.g., ≥ 0.8) are regarded as matches, while pairs with a low posterior probability (e.g., ≤ 0.2) are nonmatches. Others are considered as inconsistent and remain unresolved. One possible reason for the inconsistency is that these questions are too hard. For a hard question q, we set Pr[m q ] to Pr[m q | W T , W F ] for reducing its benefit, thereby it is less possible to be asked more times. Next, we infer matches based on the consistent labels and re-estimate the probability of each edge in F using new matches and non-matches.
B. Inference for Isolated Entity Pairs
As an exception, there may exist a small amount of isolated entity pairs which do not occur in any relationship triples. In this case, the match propagation cannot infer their truths, and the question selection algorithm has to ask these pairs one by one. To avoid such an inefficient polling, we reuse the similarity vectors and the partial order relations obtained in Section IV to train a classifier for these isolated pairs.
Given an isolated entity pair p, let A p denote the set of its attribute matches. We define the set N p of retained matches with similar attributes to p by N p = {p ∈ M rd :
where Jaccard calculates the similarity between two sets of attribute matches. ψ is a threshold, and we set ψ = 0.9 for high precision. Since we only allow matches to propagate in the ER graph, most obtained labels are matches. Therefore, we treat all unresolved pairs in N p as non-matches to balance the proportions of different labels.
Next, we use N p and the labels as training data, and scikitlearn 2 to train a random forest classifier with default parameter to predict whether p is a match. The random forest finds the unresolved pairs in N p whose similarity vectors are close to known matches. 
VIII. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In this section, we conduct a thorough evaluation on the effectiveness of our approach Remp, by comparing with stateof-the-art methods followed by an in-depth investigation on each part of Remp (as outlined in Section III-B). Datasets. We use one benchmark dataset and three real-world datasets widely used in previous work [12] , [16] , [28] , [29] . Table II lists their statistics.
• IIMB is a small, synthetic benchmark dataset in OAEI 3 containing two KBs with identical attributes and relationships.
• DBLP-ACM (abbr. D-A) 4 is a dataset about publications and authors. The original version uses a text field to store all authors of a publication. Here, we split it and create authorship triples. In the case that an author has multiple representations on the original dataset, we follow [42] to extend the gold standard with author matches.
• IMDB-YAGO (abbr. I-Y) is a large dataset about movies and actors. Following [29] , we generate the gold standard based on "external links" in Wikipedia pages.
• DBpedia-YAGO (abbr. D-Y) is a large dataset with heterogeneous attributes and relationships. We use the same version as in [12] , [28] .
Competitors. We compare Remp with three state-of-the-art crowdsourced ER approaches, namely, HIKE [12] , POWER [16] and Corleone [9] . We have introduced them in Section II.
Since POWER and Corleone are designed for tabular data, we follow HIKE to partition entities into different clusters and deploy POWER and Corleone on each entity cluster. Specifically, IIMB, D-A and I-Y have clear type information, which is directly used to partition entities; for D-Y which does not have clear type information, we reuse the partitioning algorithm presented in HIKE.
Setup. We implement Remp and all competing methods (as their codes are not available) in Python 3 and C++, and strictly follow each competitor's reported parameters in the respective paper. All our codes are open sourced 5 . All experiments are conducted on a workstation with an Intel Xeon 3.3GHz CPU and 128GB RAM. For Remp, we uniformly assign k = 4, τ = 0.9 and µ = 10, and use 0.3 as the label similarity threshold. Similar to [9] , [12] , [16] , we first prune out all definite non-matches (outlined in Section IV), and all methods take the same retained entity matches M rd as input.
A. Remp vs. State of the Art
We set up two experiments, one is with real workers and the other is with simulated workers. The evaluation metrics are the F1-score and the number of questions (#Q).
Experiment with real workers. We publish the questions selected by each approach on Amazon MTurk. Each question is labeled by five workers to decide whether the two entities refer to the same object in the real world. We leverage the common worker qualifications to avoid spammers, i.e. we only allow workers with an approval rate of at least 95%. Furthermore, we reuse the label to each question for all approaches. Thus, all approaches can receive the same label to the same question. In total, 651 real workers labeled 3,484 questions.
The results are presented in Table III , and we have the following findings -(1) Remp consistently achieves the best F1-score with the fewest questions. Experiment with simulated workers. We also generate simulated workers who give wrong labels to questions with a fixed probability (called error rate). We follow HIKE to set the error rate of simulated workers to 0.05, 0.15 and 0.25. Figure 3 shows the comparison results and we make several observations -(1) All approaches obtain stable F1-scores, indicating their robustness in handling imperfect labeling. (2) Remp consistently obtains the highest F1-score, and beats the second best result by 0.4%, 3.0%, 1.6%, 8.0% on IIMB, D-A, I-Y and D-Y, respectively. This is attributed to Remp's robustness in uncovering matches with low literal similarities as compared to its competitors. For example, literal information is insufficient on I-Y and D-Y, thereby causing errors in the partial order of HIKE and POWER as well as the rules of Corleone. (3) Remp needs considerably fewer questions on IIMB, I-Y and D-Y. Compared with the second best result, Remp reduces the average number of questions by 79.9%, 26.7%, 62.5% and 71.4% on IIMB, D-A, I-Y and D-Y, respectively. One reason is that there are many types of entities on these datasets, and most matches are linked by relationships of different domain/range types. However, HIKE, POWER and Corleone cannot infer these matches efficiently. (4) On the D-A dataset, Remp only reduces six more questions than POWER, because in the ER graph there are many isolated components but only one type of relationship, making Remp have to check them all. 
B. Internal Evaluation of Remp
In this section, we evaluate how each major module of Remp contributes to its overall performance. Effectiveness of attribute matching. For the I-Y dataset, we reuse the gold standard created by SiGMa [29] . For the D-Y dataset, we follow the recommendation of YAGO and extract 19 attribute matches from the subPropertyOf links 6 as the gold standard. Note that it is not necessary to match attributes for the other two datasets. We employ the conventional precision, recall and F1-score as our evaluation metrics.
As depicted in Table IV , Remp performs perfectly on the I-Y dataset but gains a relatively low recall on the D-Y dataset, and the 1:1 matching constraint helps Remp improve the precision. We observe that Remp fails to identify several attribute matches when the attribute pairs rarely appear in M in (i.e. entity pairs from exact string matching), or when the values are dramatically different (e.g., the icd10 value for dbp:Trigeminal neuralgia is "G44.847", but for yago:Trigeminal neuralgia is "G-50.0"). We argue that our attribute matches are sufficient to ER, since the first type of missing matches only helps resolve a small portion of entities but increases the running time of building similarity vectors, while the second type requires extra value processing/correction steps before computing the similarities. Effectiveness of partial order based pruning. To test the performance of the entity pair pruning module in Remp, we employ two metrics: (i) the reduction ratio (RR), which is the proportion of pruned candidates, and (ii) the pair completeness (PC), which is the proportion of true matches preserved in candidate/retained matches. We also use the error rate of optimal monotone classifier defined in [15] to measure the incorrectness of the partial order.
As shown in Fig. 4 : Pair completeness w.r.t. k-nearest neighbors true matches on the D-Y dataset. This is because on this dataset 8.4% of the entities in the true matches lack labels. On IIMB and D-A, Remp has a relatively low RR, because the true matches account for 61.6% and 22.1% of the candidate matches, respectively. On I-Y and D-Y, the PC of retained matches is close to that of candidate matches, but most candidate matches are pruned. This indicates that the entity pair pruning module is effective. We notice that the error rate on each dataset is nearly perfect, but the other monotonicitybased approaches (i.e., POWER and HIKE) achieve worse accuracy (see Table III ). The main reason is that our partial order is restricted to neighbors of each entity pair, where errors do not propagate to the whole candidate match set.
Furthermore, the pair completeness of retained matches w.r.t. varying k is shown in Figure 4 . The pair completeness converges quickly on IIMB, D-A and I-Y but slowly on D-Y, because many matches have only one or two shared attributes, making the partial order work inefficiently.
Effectiveness of match propagation. We additionally compare the match propagation module of Remp with two collective, non-crowdsourcing ER approaches: PARIS [28] and SiGMa [29] . More details about them have been given in Section II. To assess the real propagation capability of Remp, we ignore the classifier for handling isolated entity pairs. We randomly sample different portions of entity matches as the seeds for Remp, PARIS and SiGMa. The experiments are repeated five times and the F1-score is reported in Table VI . We observe that Remp achieves the best F1-score on D-A, I-Y and D-Y. On IIMB (20% of matches), the F1-score of Remp is slightly worse than that of SiGMa, because SiGMa can obtain matches between isolated entities based on their literal similarities directly. Overall, Remp can achieve the highest F1-score in most cases.
Effectiveness of question selection benefit. We implement two alternative heuristics as baselines, namely MaxInf and MaxPr, to evaluate the question selection benefit. We set µ = 1 and use ground truths as labels. MaxInf selects the questions with the maximal inference power. MaxPr chooses the questions with the maximal match probability. Figure 5 depicts the result and each curve starts when the F1-score is greater than 0. We find (1) Remp always achieves the best F1score with much less number of questions. (2) MaxPr obtains the lowest F1-score except on the IIMB dataset, because it does not consider how many matches can be inferred by the new question. (3) MaxInf performs worse than Remp, as it often chooses non-matches as the questions, making it find fewer matches than Remp using the same number of questions. This experiment demonstrates that our benefit function is the most effective one.
Effectiveness of multiple questions selection. Table VII depicts the F1-score, the number of questions (#Q) and the number of loops (#L) of the multiple questions selection module (with ground truth as labels), in term of different question number thresholds per round (µ = 1, 5, 10, 20) , and our findings are as follows -(1) Remp achieves a stable F1-score on all datasets. (2) The number of questions increases when µ increases, especially when µ = 10, 20. This is probably because Remp always asks µ questions in one human-machine loop, and it has to ask an extra batch of questions when some questions with large benefit are labeled as non-matches. Although asking multiple questions in one loop increases the monetary cost, it reduces 75%-94.1% number of loops when µ = 20.
Effectiveness of inference on isolated entity pairs. We examine the performance of the random forest classifier in each dataset in the experiments with real workers. As depicted in Table VIII , the classifier achieves poor performance on IIMB and D-A. Due to the tiny proportion of isolcated entity pairs in these two datasets, this is probably caused by occasionality. When the portions of isolated matches increase on I-Y and D-Y, the classifier achieves comparable performance to Remp. This demonstrates that Remp can infer enough matches for resolving the entire dataset even if the ER graph does not cover all candidate matches.
Efficiency Analysis. We run each algorithm three times to record the running time on each of the four datasets. The average running time of Algorithm 1 on four datasets is 1s, 8s, 3.9h and 3.6h, the average running time of Algorithm 2 is 0.476s, 6.7s, 109s and 1.07h, and the average running time of Algorithm 3 is 0.128s, 1.27s, 78.5s and 1.25h. We follow the analysis in [10] to evaluate the performance of Remp on 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% of candidate (retained) entity matches M c (M rd ) on the D-Y dataset. As depicted in Figure 6 , the running time of Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 increase linearly as the number of entity pairs increases. The running time of Algorithm 3 on 25% and 50% of retained entity matches are close. This is probably because the sizes of some inferred match sets do not increase significantly. IX. CONCLUSION In this paper, we proposed a crowdsourced approach leveraging relationships to resolve entities in KBs collectively. Our main contributions are a partial order based pruning algorithm, a relational match propagation model, a constrained multiple questions selection algorithm and an error-tolerant truth inference model. Compared with existing work, our experimental results demonstrated superior ER accuracy and much less number of questions. In future work, we plan to combine transitive relation, partial order and match propagation together as a hybrid ER approach.
